Many books for adult books have been about Helen Keller as well, some of which focus on her relationship with Anne Sullivan. "Helen and Teacher: The Story of Helen Keller and Anne Sullivan Macy". "Helen Keller: A Life". Movies About Helen Keller. Helen's story was dramatized in the play "The Miracle Worker," and transformed into both the big and small screens. The original 1962 movie featured Anne Bancroft and Patty Duke. Helen Keller has 111 books on Goodreads with 330,328 ratings. Helen Keller’s most popular book is The Story of My Life. Books by Helen Keller. Helen Keller Average rating 4.06 · 143,127 ratings · 3,650 reviews · shelved 330,328 times. Showing 30 distinct works. Helen Keller became a world-renowned writer and a magnificent orator. She is remembered even today for her tremendous efforts and contributions in advocating the cause of people with disabilities and many other social causes. Helen was outright in rejecting Woodrow Wilson’s policies. There were allegations that Helen had copied the book from ‘The Frost Fairies’ by Margaret Canby. The supposed act of plagiarism was condemned and Helen’s work was thoroughly investigated.